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I
n New Delhi, the JS 
Institute of Design (JSID)
is guiding upcoming 

designers and sculpting the 
next generation of creative 
minds with hands-on learning. 
In collaboration with École 
Intuit Lab, a prestigious 
French institute renowned for 
its innovative design 
programs, JSID offers cutting-
edge courses to meet the 
dynamic demands of the 
design industry.

Students who visit the 
campus to undertake the 
Creative Intelligence Test will 
be eligible for a 10% tuition fee 
discount. The institute also 
offers scholarships covering 
up to 50% of tuition fees, based 
on financial need and 

academic merit.

ADVANCED PROGRAMS
JSID offers a diverse range of 
undergraduate (UG) and 
postgraduate (PG) 
programmes, including Game 
Design, UI/UX, and Digital 
Design. UG offers courses such 
as Game Art and Design, 
Visual Communication and 
Digital Product Design, while 
PG options include 
Advertising, Design & Digital 
Communication and Interior 
Design.

HANDS-ON EXPERIENCE
The institute integrates 
international design standards 
and fosters cross-cultural 
exchange, allowing students to 
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A
rt is the product of
many different things
filtering through our

personality and experience 
that settle on a canvas in a 
complex layer of technique, 
image and meaning.

Bringing together the 
artworks of many popular 
artists such as Krishen 
Khanna, Manu Parekh, T 
Vaikuntam, Sakti Burman, 
Anjolie Ela Menon, GR Iranna 
and others, the exhibition 

Collective Intent
VI, will be held in
Gurugram soon.

Curated by Mannu Dosaj, this 
showcase aims to highlight 
the talent of the artists and 
their collective riches. Their 
art speaks not to one culture, 
but rather grapples with the 
trials and tribulations faced by 

the world. 
On till: June 2

Timing: 11am to 7pm
(Tuesday Closed)

Address: 102, DT Mega Mall,
DLF City Phase-1, Golf Course

road, Gurugram
Visit: galleriealternatives.com

Call: 9717396819
HTC

An artsy treat 
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ensure you are a mix of glam and 
bossy; that you are as Indian as it can 
get and you can look equally hot and 
nice in a bikini. Basically, you are 
becoming a buffet. I was also trying to 
do that. But, it took me years to realise 
that I’m not a buffet. I am a specialty 
restaurant, and I’m going to make sure 
that remain an acquired taste, which is 
not everybody’s cup of tea. It did take 
time to realise and accept that it’s okay 
to not be that aaloo that fits into every 
meal,” she chuckles.

gain insights into the global 
design landscape. The alliance 
between the two institutes 
ensures that students in Delhi 
receive a comprehensive 
design education enriched 
with global perspectives.

STUDENT 
EMPOWERMENT
École Intuit Lab prioritises the 
cultivation of aesthetic 
sensitivity, creativity and 
professionalism among its 
students. It focuses on both 
practical and theoretical 
aspects in its curriculum. 

SPECIALISED PROGRAMS
École Intuit Lab offers a unique 
five-year combined UG and PG 
programme in Art Direction, 
Graphics, Digital and Visual 
Communication Design, with 

opportunities to study in India 
and France in collaboration 
with the Government of 
France. Students can also 
choose to pursue the French 
portion of the programme with 
net zero tuition fees. The 
institute boasts a placement 
rate of 98%, with École Intuit 
Lab alumni securing 
internships and placements in 
global brands.

JOIN THE DESIGN 
REVOLUTION
JSID is currently accepting 
applications for the academic 
year 2024-25. Prospective 
students have until May 15, to 
submit their applications. 

For more information, visit
https://js-instituteofdesign.com/

or call at +91-9667741699
HTC

JSID is empowering new-age 
aspiring designers 
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YOU HAD TWO WEDDING 
CEREMONIES — INDIAN 
AND DANISH. TELL US 
ABOUT THE OUTFITS YOU 
PICKED
I’ve grown up seeing Sikh, 
Gurudwara weddings, so for 
me, the classic idea of 
getting married was always 
in a red salwar kameez with 
a dupatta with kinari on the 
border. My college friend, 
Mani Bhatia designed all my 
outfits. For the haldi, I wore 
a vintage Punjabi style of 
lungi, with floral accessory. 
For sangeet, I had worn bell 
bottom styled pants with 
bling work on the top and 
jacket. For the wedding, I 
wore traditional Punjabi 

saggi phull, it’s the head 
accessory, along with a light 
necklace and earrings that 
my grandmother gave to my 
mum at her wedding. For my 
Danish wedding outfit, I 
went to Copenhagen to this 
designer called Lasse 
Spangenberg; and in five 
days, I got my entire gown, 
veil, bird cage and 
everything. Following the 
Danish tradition for the D-
Day, I wore a ‘new’ gown, an 
‘old’ pair of heels from my 
closet, I ‘borrowed’ pearl 
earrings from my stylist 
Devki, and on the veil, I had 
gotten important dates of 
our relationship 
embroidered in ‘blue’ colour.
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10 years and 
counting... 
Reflecting on the last 
one decade that she has 
spent “jumping from one 
film to another”, Pannu 
has no qualms in 
admitting that this is a 
much-deserved position 
to be in. “I need to sit 
back, enjoy, relax and 
rejuvenate, and then 
come back with 
something that’s going 
to challenge me further. 
Though it’s not so easy 
because I’ve been in that 
momentum of just 
pushing myself every 
single day. And when you 
suddenly put that stop 
to me, it’s very difficult 
to come to terms with it.”

‘IT TOOK ME YEARS 
TO REALISE THAT 
I’M NOT A BUFFET’

HOW WOULD 
YOU DESCRIBE 
YOUR STYLE? 
It’s classic with a 
mix of being 
proper. I don’t 
like the word 
boss vibe. Chic 
mixed with edgy 
is what I identify 
with. It won’t be 
shabby or be 
street style, but 
it’ll be a very 
semi-formal to 
formal vibe, 
which gives a 
little bit of 
authority in the 
personality.

She’s not a buffet, but a ‘specialty restaurant’, says 
actor Taapsee Pannu, asserting that a lot has 
changed — both in her sartorial choices and 
onscreen roles — since she first ventured into acting

The actor looks awe-
striking in a green blouse 
and high-waisted pencil 
skirt from Sameer Madan, 
accessorised with earcuffs 
from CaratLane

Pannu evokes old 
world charm in 
this embroidered 
gown from 
Shantnu & Nikhil. 
The look is styled 
with lacey gloves 
and jewellery from 
CaratLane 

Pannu is elegance
personified in this

Vidhi Singhania
yellow silk saree

with Nandi motifs.
Her hairdo is

elevated with a
bejewelled headband

from Vasundhara
Jewellery.

Monika Rawal Kukreja

monika.rawal@htlive.com

T
aapsee Pannu is in a “very
happy, content and satisfied”
place in life, both personally
and professionally. With a
string of meaningful films to

her credit that strengthened her 
position in the film industry, and having 
turned producer, Pannu has had a great 
run so far. Her last release, Dunki (2023) 
where she played Shah Rukh Khan’s 
love interest, helped her up her game. 
However, the actor asserts it’s not a very 
easy place to be in. Why? “The kind of 
films I’ve done so far have been so 
diverse that it’s very difficult and 
challenging to choose what to do next,” 
she quips.

She explains, “Today, everyone is 
making an action, spy world; I did that 
in the beginning of my career with Baby 
(2015) and Naam Shabana (2017). When 
people think of playing a shrewd 
antagonist, I already did that in Badla 
(2019). When you think of playing 
someone totally out of my skin, I did 
that in Saand Ki Aankh (2019). Talk of 

grey shades and I’ve done that in 
Manmarziyaan (2018) and Haseen 
Dillruba (2021). I’ve done sports films 
with Rashmi Rocket (2021) and 
Shabaash Mithu (2022). I’ve done 
murder mysteries, time zone thrillers, 
horror and biopics. So, a lot of these 
conventional genres have been so easily 
ticked away.”

That being said, the 36-year-old is 
enjoying this moment, and asserts that 
this “weird space” she is in, comes out 
of a place of contentment. “I’m at a 
position where I feel I’ve done quite a 
bit, I worked really hard and did 
everything by my own merit, so my 
success is not a fluke. I consistently 
pushed myself,” says Pannu, who has 
three projects — Woh Ladki Hai 
Kahaan, Phir Aayi Haseen Dillruba and 
Khel Khel Mein — eyeing a release this 
year.

It’s not only on the work front where
Pannu has tread carefully before being 
so spoilt for choice that she’s now 
taking her time to decide what to take 
up next. Recalling her initial days in the 
industry when she was trying to fit in, 
the actor confesses she made some 

“horrible fashion blunders”. And it took 
her time to understand her true 
personality.

“I’m not a fashion conscious person,
so I relied on a lot of people who I 
thought are good at their job and will 
dress me up in a way that suits me. So, 
submitting myself blindly to them 
backfired in the beginning of my career. 
I accept and own up those mistakes,” 
Pannu shares, admitting that it took her 
a while to find her own ground.

“When you are new, you want to 


